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Professional Web 2.0 Programming (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Web 2.0 architecture opens up an incredible number of options for flexible web design, creative reuse, and easier updates. Along with covering the key languages and techniques of Web 2.0, this unique book introduces you to all of the technologies that make up Web 2.0 at a professional level. Throughout the chapters, you'll find code for several...
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Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation: 7th International Conference, AISC 2004, Linz, Austria, September 22-24, 2004.Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Symbolic Computation, AISC 2004, held in Linz, Austria in September 2004.
The 17 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers presented together with 4 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book....
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Voice Over IPv6: Architectures for Next Generation VoIP NetworksNewnes, 2006
IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6) is the future of Internet telephony. And this book is your guide to that future.

IPv6 is the replacement for the currently used IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4). IPv6 will offer increased IP addresses (full 128-bit addresses, compared to the 32-bit addresses of IPv4), enhanced security, and greater...
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AdvancED Flex Application Development: Building Rich Media XFriends of Ed, 2007
Many Flex books cover the basics—this book does something different, and goes far further. The authors, leading Flash platform developers at Almer/Blank, working with Adobe User Group communities, are the creators of the Rich Media Exchange (RMX), a social media network for Adobe developers. In covering just how the RMX was built, this book...
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Explorations in Information Space: Knowledge, Actor, and FirmsOxford University Press, 2008
As humankind seeks to extend its spatiotemporal reach both on and beyond its planet, it is constantly being forced by a recalcitrant nature to renegotiate the terms of its covenant with her. In some cases, the bargaining gets tough and nature takes offence, gradually revealing her anger with the terms that humanity seeks to impose on her through...
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Reconfigurable Computing: Architecture, Tools, and Applications: 4th International Workshop, ARC 2008, London, UK, March 26-28, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Workshop on Applied Reconfigurable Computing, ARC 2008, held in London, UK, in March 2008.
The 21 full papers and 14 short papers presented together with the abstracts of 3 keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 56 submissions. The papers are organized...
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Multisite Commerce: Proven Principles for Overcoming the Business, Organizational, and Technical ChallengesIBM Press, 2009

	Plan, Manage, and Architect Multiple Web Sites for Maximum Efficiency and Business Value


	 


	For many companies, one Web site is no longer enough. Business strategy requires multiple Web sites, each with carefully targeted audiences and marketing...
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Android Apps Marketing: Secrets to Selling Your Android App (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2010

	The Easy, Complete, Step-by-Step Guide to Marketing Your Android Apps!


	There are huge profits to be made in selling Android apps! But with more than 70,000 apps now available, posting your app to the Android Market is no longer enough. You need to market your app effectively....
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Semantic ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Presents the state of the technology and points to future directions for semantic computing


	Semantic computing, a rapidly evolving interdisciplinary field, seeks to structure, design, and manipulate computer content to better satisfy the needs and intentions of users and create a more meaningful user experience. This...
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Fundamentals of ActionScript 3.0: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to ActionScript. Over the next several chapters, you’ll be introduced to one of the most versatile programming languages to create web applications for the browser, desktop applications, and mobile apps for multiple platforms. For years the Flash Platform has provided people with the most powerful set of...
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Management in India: Grow from an Accidental to a successful manager in the IT & knowledge industryPackt Publishing, 2012


	Reading this wonderful book by Rahul brought back early memories of my career. It was nearly 15 years ago that I became a manager, almost by accident. Back then I had always prided myself in my creativeness and technical ability. I had this wonderful opportunity working for an exciting startup in the Silicon Valley with three other code...
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Web, Graphics & Perl TK: Best of the Perl JournalO'Reilly, 2003

	
	
		This is the second of three “Best of the Perl Journal” O’Reilly
	
		books, containing the crème de la crème of the 247 articles
	
		published during the Perl Journal’s 5-year existence as a
	
		standalone magazine. This particular book contains 39 articles
	
		covering the web, graphics,...
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